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It is of primary interest for biologists to be able to
visualize diffusion and drift inside a cell. These two
notions are used to characterize particle motion in the
Langevin equation:
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where X designates the (2D or 3D) spatial coordinates
of the particle, b the drift vector, s the diffusion
coefficient, and w standard gaussian white noise.
We propose a new mapping method inspired from the
method of N. Hozé [1], providing results in the form of
bitmap images for the diffusion and vector field matrices
for the drift by scanning SPT data by spatial blocks, and
from the work of V. Briane [2-3], who developed two
methods to classify SPT data by particle motion types
and detect switches in-between them.
To obtain satisfying sharpness - i.e. to avoid the blurring
effect due to calculation of both diffusion and drift in cell
coordinates where no data is available - we replace the Figure 1. (a) Intracellular diffusion and (b) drift
scanning movement of an averaging window by a maps processed from SPT data generated with
trajectory-following movement of a product of spatial and FluoSIM cell simulator. In (b), the hue represents
the orientation of the vectors while the saturation
temporal gaussian weights. Each diffusion point and
represents their amplitude.
each drift vector are calculated at coordinates
corresponding exactly to the coordinates given by the preliminary particle tracking, which gives us more
detailed results in the form of point clouds and vector fields.
Classification from V. Briane enables us to label trajectories and even their sub-parts automatically by
motion type: confined motion (the particle is bound to a specific point), Brownian motion (the particle
moves randomly), and directed motion (the particle moves in a determined direction). We then use this
information to calculate diffusion coefficient and drift maps separately on each motion class with the
most suitable formula.
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